Defined Substrate by Aptamer Modification with the Balanced Properties of Selective Capture and Stemness Maintenance of Mesenchymal Stem Cells.
The recruitment of endogenous mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), as an alluring approach for in situ tissue regeneration, always accompanies with other types of cells. Therefore, it is of enormous value to bestow a substrate with the property of selective capture to MSCs. However, it was reported that when MSCs are cultured on a substrate with excessive affinity, their stemness diminished. Therefore, constructing a substrate with the balanced ability of selective capture and stemness maintenance becomes a big challenge. In this study, an Aptamer 19S (Apt19S)-modified substrate was fabricated by grafting Apt19S on a PEGylated glass substrate. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy results verified that the antifouling poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) layer was created. Tracking by ellipsometry, the thicknesses of PEG layers were proved to increase with PEG concentration. The results of the quartz crystal microbalance also validated that the Apt19S densities could be modulated by the concentrations of the Apt19S solution. The results of the cell adhesion assay indicated that the modification of Apt19S caused a significant increase in the adhesion ratio and area of rBMSCs. Selective adhesion was confirmed by coculture of rBMSCs with macrophages and NIH3T3 cells, demonstrating that a higher proportion of rBMSCs adhered to the Apt19S-modified substrate. The results of specific capture were further confirmed by a flow model to simulate the body fluid flow. The comprehensive results of reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction, immunofluorescence staining, proliferation capacity, and differentiation assay showed that the stemness of rBMSCs was maintained better on a substrate with the appropriate Apt19S density. All of these results indicated that Apt19S modification is an effective strategy to endow a substrate with the specific capture ability of MSCs, and the balance between selective capture and stemness maintenance can be achieved by the precise regulation of the aptamer density.